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Localization is a major bottleneck to the development and use of autonomous
mobile robots. In particular, current state of the art requires expensive sensors that
are not able to be universally applied. The goal of this project is to evaluate the
accuracy of localization for a mobile robot using low-cost GPS, digital compass, and
wheel encoders. A Garmin consumer-grade GPS with WAAS capability, a Vector
2Xe digital compass, and 15 count/revolution wheel encoders were installed on a
differential drive mowing platform. A Trimble GPS receiver capable of 0.1 meter
resolution was used to establish ground truth. The mower was driven along a straight-
line course and sensor data was captured for estimating position and comparing to
ground truth. It was found that the sensors used were not capable of the 0.5 meter
allowable path deviation accuracy for the planned application. The encoders were
found to be susceptible to differences in tire circumference when determining heading
change, but accurate to within 0.1 meters when used solely for distance traveled. The
digital compass was found to have an overall accuracy of ±2.08◦ and repeatability
of ±0.20◦ within a given run, resulting in a position drift of 0.04 meters per meter
traveled. The Garmin GPS receiver was found to have a position accuracy of 3.12
meters. The main downfall of the system was found to be variability of the digital
compass in terms of absolute heading which severely limits the ability of the mower
to maintain alignment along a given path.
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Seven years into the first decade of the 21st century, we find the state of robotics
in an upward and ever widening spiral. More processing power and more intelli-
gent control strategies are bringing increasing utility to bear on many of the more
challenging problems facing robotics. As first order solutions to those problems are
developed, additional rewards can be had from second order attempts to address the
age-old engineering postulates of stronger, faster, and cheaper. The results of the
2005 DARPA Grand Challenge[Thrun et al., 2006] show that autonomous vehicular
navigation in uncertain environments is possible, but the cost is currently prohibitive
for more modest problems with more modest budgets. The CSM Weederbot Project
is an effort to demonstrate that in the smaller field of autonomous mowing and
weeding, adequate results can be achieved with much less expensive means than the
current off-the-shelf vehicle navigation systems used.
Weederbot is based on an existing eXmark mowing platform (Fig. 1.1). As an
on-going platform for senior design projects, Weederbot has been progressively fitted
with a number of modifications to enable autonomous operation, most notably lead-
screw linear actuators to allow electronic actuation of the hydraulic spool valves that
control the hydrostatic drive for the wheels, and home-grown wheel encoders. In
order to develop an autonomous mobile robot, the most important and most difficult
step is enabling the robot to sense its location and pose in the environment, whether
in absolute terms or in relation to local landmarks. The goal of this thesis project is
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Figure 1.1. eXmark LazerZ HP Mowing Platform
to investigate the suitability of using sensor fusion and low-cost sensors to establish
position and pose for mobile robot navigation.
1.1 Motivation
As noted above, the proximate, real-world motivation for this project comes
from the current problem of noxious and invasive weeds being experienced at Barr
Lake State Park. Current methods of weed control in use include spot removal by
park rangers using string trimmers and tractor mowing of large areas by temporary
employees in the summer. An autonomous mowing platform would provide a more
cost and time effective solution for areas of intermediate size. Once the basic nav-
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igation and path-planning abilities of the platform are established, this would form
the foundation for further development, including a computer vision system that
would be able to detect landmarks and obstacles and could enable the platform to
locate and target individual weeds, instead of indiscriminately mowing everything in
a designated area.
For this kind of mowing application, there are some autonomous platforms cur-
rently in development and testing, but the majority use some variation of a tightly
coupled global positioning system/inertial measurement unit (GPS/IMU)[Roth and
Singh, 2004]. These GPS/IMU systems are capable of localization and navigation
with errors of less than 10 cm, but with costs greater than $8000, they are pro-
hibitively expensive for this application. With this project, the goal is to achieve
adequate results with a system that costs about an order of magnitude less that
current commercially available navigation systems. By investigating and developing
the ability of lower-cost systems, the range of problems and applications for which
mobile robots are a viable and cost-effective solution will no longer be limited to big
budget projects like planetary exploration and national defense.
1.2 Mobile Robot Localization
In robotic applications using the sense-plan-act paradigm (as opposed to a reac-
tive paradigm[Brooks and Flynn, 1989]), before the robot can decide where to move,
it must know or make an assumption about its current position and/or pose. With
stationary robots, such as those used for welding and other assembly operations, this
is a relatively simple matter of calculating forward kinematics based on the state of
proprioceptive sensors that sense the position of the joints of the robot arm. The
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small uncertainties associated with these sensors and the fact that they can not drift
over time allow accuracy and repeatability to fractions of a millimeter or better.
With mobile robots, however, the problem is much more difficult. To determine
its current position and pose, the robot must rely on sensors that can have quite
high absolute uncertainties (as with GPS) or which must be integrated to obtain a
position, introducing noise and drift to the final value (as with wheel odometry).
During initialization, the robot might be located relative to some absolute landmark
in the vicinity, but depending on the size of the robot, it could be difficult to position
it with sufficient precision, especially with respect to pose. Even if one is able to
establish a reliably accurate initial position, however, uncertainties associated with
wheel slip and tire contact patch cause the error of the relative position estimate
to grow without bound. Additionally, methods for determining absolute position,
such as GPS or other triangulation and trilateration methods, are usually unable to
determine pose from a single position fix, and can only extrapolate the average pose
between two position fixes, introducing the usual noise associated with differentiation.
Given these difficulties, establishing an accurate position and pose for a mobile
robot is usually a matter of playing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
available sensors off each other to obtain a more accurate estimate of the position than
the estimate given by any individual sensor alone. This technique is known as sensor
fusion, and usually involves the use of a recursive filter, such as a Kalman or Markov
filter[Roumeliotis and Bekey, 1997], to determine the relative uncertainties associated
with the estimates given by the individual sensors, which are then combined to give
the overall best estimate of the position along with its own uncertainty based on the
uncertainties of the sensors.
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For many current mobile robots, position is established with an Inertial Nav-
igation Unit (INU)[Roth and Singh, 2004, Bullock et al., 2006], which combines a
GPS unit with an IMU that consists of accelerometers and gyroscopes. In this com-
bination, the GPS unit provides an absolute position reference to a certain level of
accuracy, and the IMU output is integrated to give a relative position and pose. Over
short periods of time, the position and pose given by the IMU is very accurate, but
the noise introduced when integrating the accelerations causes the error in the esti-
mated position to grow without bound. By combining the information from the GPS
and IMU in a Kalman estimator, the greater short term accuracy of the IMU can
compensate for a lower overall accuracy of the GPS unit or maintain a decent esti-
mate of position during short periods of GPS dropout. For a tightly coupled INU,
position accuracies on the order of 10 centimeters can be maintained even during
GPS drop out[Roth and Singh, 2004].
1.3 Global Positioning System (GPS)
In the field of mobile robotics, the Global Positioning System has become the
gold standard for general localization. With accuracies in the range from fifteen
meters down to centimeters depending on the hardware and application, GPS can
provide a first order fix of where a robot is, either globally, or in location to know land-
marks in its environment. Unfortunately, like all great sensors, GPS has weaknesses
and quirks that must be taken into account when using it. A basic understanding
of the underlying principles is also necessary when trying to evaluate what methods
and hardware would provide the required accuracy for a particular application.
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1.3.1 How GPS Works
At the highest level, GPS uses the technique of trilateration to establish the
position of a point relative to other known points[El-Rabbany, 2002]. With GPS, the
known points are the positions of 24 satellites arranged in a constellation of orbits
that cover the entire surface of the earth. These satellites orbit with a twelve hour
period and at least six of them are visible from any location on earth at any time.
The unknown point is the GPS receiver that acquires the signals from the satellites.
By knowing the positions of the satellites at any point in time and by calculating
its relative distance from the satellites , it can mathematically determine the unique
point in space that is the appropriate distance from the satellites, and thus its global
location.
In order to determine its distance from the satellite, the receiver must figure out
how long it took the radio signal to travel from the satellite to its position. Each satel-
lite transmits a 1023 bit, pseudo-random number (PRN) as the Coarse/Acquisition
signal (C/A) that provides its unique identifier and a sequence the receiver can use to
establish its time delay from the transmission of the signal. With a phase-lock loop,
the receiver shifts the timing of its internally generated code until it is synchronized
with the code of the satellite. How much it has to shift the signal equates to how
much time elapsed from when the signal was transmitted by the satellite. Theoreti-
cally, it should be possible to generate a three dimensional position with signals from
only three satellites, but this would require synchronizing the time fix at all points
to atomic clock accuracy. The satellites themselves contain such clocks, but the size
and the cost of the receiver necessitate a normal quartz oscillator. By adding a fourth




Once a position is established for the receiver, the next question is “How accurate
is that position?” The answer depends on a number of factors, including the number
of satellites, their relative positions, atmospheric conditions, and the sophistication of
the receiver being used. Of these, the single most important factor is the equipment
being used. Consumer grade equipment has the ability to create a fix based on
synchronizing its signal with the PRN signal transmitted by the satellites. Since the
bit period of the PRN signal is approximately a microsecond, and since the receiver is
able to synchronize within one percent of the period, this results in a timing resolution
on the order of ten nanoseconds. A nanosecond is generally recognized as being the
approximate time that light takes to travel a foot, so this enables a nominal positional
accuracy of about ten feet or three meters.
Beyond consumer grade equipment, the main advance in accuracy is achieved
by the ability to synchonize with the underlying carrier frequency on which the C/A
signal is modulated. This is a much more difficult task because, unlike the C/A
signal, the carrier signal is a simple sinusoidal, and any cycle looks just like any other.
The L1 carrier that carries the C/A signal has a frequency of 1575.42 MHz, with a
corresponding wavelength of about 20 cm. Once the receiver is able to lock on to
a particular carrier cycle, it is able to achieve a similar one percent synchronization
with a phase-lock loop, yielding a nominal resolution of ∼2 mm. Unfortunately,
however, in order to maintain that lock, the signal can not be lost, or else there is
a possibility of cycle slip, which can result in integer ambiguity, where the distance
to the satellite is off by an integer number of 20 cm wavelengths. Because of the
requirement of maintaining signal lock, carrier phase GPS receivers are more affected
by satellite geometry and local obstructions, such as tree canopy and buildings.
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1.3.3 Sources of Error
No matter what the nominal position accuracy of the GPS equipment being used,
there are several sources of error that can adversely affect the actual accuracy of the
position given (Fig. 1.1). The most significant source of error is due to atmospheric
delay, chiefly in the ionosphere. This delay varies diurnally and annually due to
solar and seasonal effects, but non-cyclic effects like weather fronts can also result in
short term variations. While it can result in an average error of 5 meters, extreme
space weather events can result in errors as large as 100 meters. The GPS satellites
themselves are also a source of error, due to orbital perturbations and small but
measurable drift in their on-board atomic clocks. Locally at the receiver, noise in
the receiver circuitry and antenna and multipathing of the signal result in additional
errors.
1.3.4 Error Correction
Though there are many potential sources of error in position determination by
GPS, there are also many different techniques for removing or reducing the error. All
of them rely, in one way or another, on a stationary GPS receiver located elsewhere.
This base station data is used to supply a correction to the data received locally.
Depending on the application and the equipment used, the correction can either be
used in real-time, or applied in post-processing. Collectively, these corrections are
referred to as Differential GPS (DGPS).
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Typical Error (m) GPS DGPS
Satellite Clocks 1.5 0
Orbit Errors 2.5 0
Ionosphere 5.0 0.4
Troposphere 0.5 0.2
Receiver Noise 0.3 0.3
Multipath 0.6 0.6
Table 1.1. Sources of GPS Error and Magnitude in meters[Cooksey, 2007]
Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS)
Satellite Based Augmentation Systems pull together information from a number
of stationary GPS base stations on the ground and then transmit that information
to satellites in orbit. These satellites then broadcast additional messages to any GPS
receiver able to receive them, and the receiver uses the information it receives to cor-
rect its local position. There are many varieties of SBAS in use, some free and some
based on subscription services, but consumer grade equipment generally relies on
first-order corrections from one of the free services, such as the Wide Area Augmen-
tation System (WAAS) or the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS). With WAAS and EGNOS, correction information is broadcast from geo-
stationary satellites on the L1 GPS band. The information broadcast allows for the
correction of satellite orbit and clock errors, as well as a more accurate estimation of
local ionospheric delay, resulting in an overall accuracy of approximately 3 meters.
Commercial subscription services, such as StarFire, STARFIX, and OmniStar, trans-
mit more detailed information that can yield decimeter precision, but require more
expensive receivers and annual subscription fees on the order of $500 - $1000.
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Local Ground Augmentation
The other option for error correction is to use information from some local base
station to correct the position of the receiver being used. The main difference between
the different methods of local ground augmentation is whether they give correction in
real-time or must be post-processed minutes or hours later. For real-time correction,
the primary method is called Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS[El-Rabbany, 2002].
With this method, a stationary base station is placed on a known point within 10-15
kilometers of the area of interest. The stationary base station also has a radio system
to be able to transmit correction data to the roving receiver. With RTK, real-time
position accuracies of a few centimeters are possible, but the two carrier phase GPS
receivers and the radio can cost $20,000 - $30,000. If real-time position correction is
not important, the radio link in the above configuration can be omitted, and data
can be logged at the stationary base station for later combination with the data from
the roving receiver. There is also the national system of Continuously Operating
Reference Stations (CORS)[Cosentino et al., 2006], which consists of hundreds of
GPS base stations located across the country. CORS data is available for free for
download from the internet, and the user simply selects the CORS station nearest to
the area of interest and waits until the top of the hour to download the data for the
previous hour, or the next day to download the entire data file for the previous 24
hour period. Accuracy is comparable to RTK methods, though there is an addition
error of 1 PPM (1 mm. per km.) of the baseline distance between the CORS station
and the roving receiver due to spatial decorrelation of errors.
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1.4 Previous Work
The use of GPS sensors for navigation in autonomous systems is a rather recent
development. Though GPS was formally declared operational on December 8, 1993,
prior to the decommissioning of Selective Availability on May 1, 2000 the variable
error of 10-100 meters introduced into the publicly available signal made it unsuitable
for guiding mobile robots. Since then, the unaltered signal and more accurate and
less expensive hardware has made GPS increasingly useful for robotic applications,
though there is usually a trade-off between cost and accuracy. Computational power,
better and less expensive sensors, and better control algorithms are also serving to
usher in the robotic age.
The current state of the art in autonomous robotic navigation is seen in the com-
petitors in the DARPA Grand Challenge[Thrun et al., 2006]. The specific sensors
used by the individual teams in the competition varied widely, but common choices
included GPS sensors with SBAS, GPS compasses, wheel odometers, inertial mea-
surement units (IMU), computer vision systems, and SICK lasers or LIDAR, with
the breadth of choices depending mostly on the funding level of the team. For the
problem of driving a set course on dirt roads, the problem of navigation breaks into
well defined global and local parts. Globally, the vehicle must know where it is on the
course, and when it may have to make turns. Locally, the vehicle must stay on the
road, and avoid obstacles. GPS position data is relevant at both levels, though the
use at the local level is dependent on the accuracy of the GPS sensor and how well
the local environment is mapped to the global coordinate system. Though signifi-
cantly difficult to achieve by themselves, computer vision and laser imaging/ranging
systems should greatly ease local navigation by allowing visual servoing and the use
of visual landmarks.
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In the arena of robotic navigation without a visual component, several projects
have achieved success. Most similar to the Weederbot project is the Automated
Turf Management project, a collaboration between Carnegie Mellon University and
Toro [Batava et al., 2002]. It uses a commercially available, strap-down, tightly
coupled DGPS/IMU system for localization of the robot, and a sweeping laser range
finder for obstacle detection and mapping. With the tightly coupled DGPS/IMU
unit, the robot is able to achieve localization down to the centimeter level even with
GPS satellite drop-out from trees and other obstacles. In the planned application
for the platform, this level of accuracy is necessary to achieve the distinctive mowing
patterns needed on golf course fairways. Unfortunately, as with the majority of the
currently successful projects, that success comes with a large price tag in the range
$50,000-$100,000 for the DGPS/IMU unit.
Another example of autonomous navigation that is currently in commercial pro-
duction is the GreenStar2 system available from John Deere [John Deere, 2006]. As
the latest iteration of automation hardware and software for commercial farming
applications, the system consists of a GPS receiver, control system, and a steering
actuator. When activated, the system takes over control of the steering of the tractor
and uses GPS sensor data to maintain row spacing and direction. The StarFire iTC
Position Receiver uses dual-frequency GPS and “terrain compensation functionality”
which corrects vehicle position due to cab roll on uneven terrain. An RTK base
station from Trimble for DGPS is needed to achieve centimeter repeatability, and
costs ∼$16,000. The GreenStar2 system alone costs $10,000-$15,000 per vehicle, and
without the RTK base station, is only capable of 10 centimeter repeatability within
a 15 minute time span.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
This introduction has discussed the overall motivation for this project, and pro-
vided a basic overview of the problems faced in the localization of mobile robots.
It has also covered the basic concepts behind GPS navigation in order to provide a
foundation of understanding for later discussion of the pros and cons of using GPS
for localization of mobile robots.
Chapter 2 will describe the system implementation and testing methodology.
The chapter will begin by detailing the sensors used on the platform. Sensor fusion
will be discussed as a general concept as well as in terms of the goals and implemen-
tation details of the particular system used for this research. The standard approach
for generating experimental data will be covered as well as the methods and equip-
ment used for establishing ground truth. Finally, the data flow for post-processing
the experimental data will be presented.
Chapter 3 will show the results of the experimental trials and simulations per-
formed. The performance of the encoders for measuring straight line distance and
relative heading change will be discussed. The combination of compass and encoder
data will also be evaluated for use in determining the relative position of the plat-
form. The position accuracy of the Garmin GPS receiver relative to ground truth
will be determined. Finally, the relative accuracies of all the sensors will be compared
and summarize, and results of Monte Carlo simulations of mower movement will be
shown and their implications for the achievable accuracy of mower position will be
discussed.
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Chapter 4 will conclude the thesis by summarizing the results of and lessons
learned from the project. It will also discuss some ideas for further development of
the platform and mobile robot navigation in general.
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CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION & TESTING METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of the Weederbot project is to develop
a platform that is capable of autonomous navigation and movement. Because a need
for a low-cost alternative to commercially available turn-key navigation systems is
driven by the planned application, the suite of sensors used for the Weederbot has
been combined from a number of sources, and in the case of the wheel encoders,
constructed at least partially in-house as part of two senior design projects[Torluemke
et al., 2006, Edwards et al., 2007]. This approach has achieved the goal of low cost,
but has resulted in significant time and effort spent characterizing and integrating
the available sensors. As will be shown in the Results and Conclusion sections of
this thesis, this extra work and other challenges associated with the sensors has
tempered the original goal of achieving autonomous movement and navigation, but
it is hoped that the lessons learned and the system developed will allow for further
development work to continue with more realistic goals and better knowledge of the
real capabilities of the sensors. On the way to understanding the results and what
they mean for future efforts, this chapter will provide background on the sensors
used, fusion of data from the different sensors, the method used for sensor testing,
and the means used to establish ground truth.
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2.1 Sensors
While the general methods used to integrate the sensors and test the system
would be relevant to almost any combination of particular sensors, the specific char-
acteristics of the available sensors greatly affected the approach taken and the results
achieved. At this point, therefore, the general characteristics of the sensors will be
briefly introduced to provide a background for how they were used in the overall sys-
tem. A more detailed description of the challenges encountered with the sensors and
the results achieved with the sensor integration will be found in the Results section.
2.1.1 Garmin 16-HVS GPS Receiver
The GPS receiver used to provide positioning information for the planned naviga-
tion controller is the Garmin 16-HVS receiver. The 16-HVS is a C/A capable receiver
with WAAS DPGS correction. When used with WAAS correction, the nominal ac-
curacy is specified as less than 3 m, 95% typical [Garmin, 2007]. Without correction,
the accuracy is only less than 15 m. Interface to the unit is provide via an RJ-45 plug
with a non-standard pinout[Garmin, 2005] that provides two serial port interfaces,
power connection, and a precision Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) output. Position output
from the unit is via either the Garmin proprietary binary format, or standard se-
rial output in National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) format[El-Rabbany,
2002], both at an update rate of 1 Hz. Baud rate, sensor configuration, and data
output are configurable by the user with an application available from Garmin. Of
the many NMEA 0183 data sentences available for output, the Global Positioning
System Fix Data (GGA) was selected as the sole sentence output. The GGA sen-
tence contains the UTC time of position fix, latitude and longitude, differential GPS
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status, number of satellites in use, horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP), and an-
tenna height above mean sea level. This single sentence contains all the information
judged necessary to develop a position fix for the application and indicate the relative
accuracy of the fix. All other output sentences were turned off to limit the amount
of serial data being transmitted in an effort to avoid latency in the program being
used to capture and process the data from the sensors.
Aside from the single GGA data sentence, the only other output enabled was
the PPS. When enabled, and when the GPS unit has established a position fix, and
therefore a UTC time fix, the output becomes active and outputs a simple 1 Hz
pulse train, with configurable pulse width. This PPS output is stable to microsecond
precision, and provides an ideal synchronization signal for time-stamping of sensor
data relative to the UTC time.
2.1.2 Wheel Encoders
The wheel encoders used were designed and constructed as part of a senior design
project. These encoders were developed because the existing configuration of the
hydrostatic drive motors and wheel hubs on the existing mower platform would have
made retrofitting commercially available encoders difficult. It was also of concern
that the necessary positioning of the sensors inside the wheel hubs would make them
vulnerable to vibration, dirt, dust, and water. With this in mind, robust metallic
proximity sensors were obtained, and encoder wheels were machined from 1/4 inch
plate steel. On the drive wheels on both sides of the platform, a plate with mounting
holes for the proximity sensors was mounted on the face of the hydrostatic motor
and the encoder wheel was attached to the output hub. Two proximity sensors were
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mounted opposite each other to allow for quadrature encoding, though only one sensor
on each side was used for this research. The encoder wheels were originally developed
with 12 teeth, but a revision with 15 teeth was constructed and installed to allow for
better resolution. The proximity sensors go to active high output when a tooth is
directly in front of the sensor, and give a low output when between teeth, resulting
in a one pulse generated for every tooth that passes the sensor. Unfortunately, due
to the set sensitivity of the proximity sensor and the difficulty of adjusting the tooth
width on an experimental basis, equalization of on/off pulse width was not attempted.
With 15 teeth on the encoder wheel, and a wheel circumference of approximately 60
inches, the encoder resolution is 24◦ or 4 inches travel per pulse.
2.1.3 Digital Compass
The digital compass used for this project is the V2Xe 2-axis compass module
from PNI Corp. It is a magneto-inductive sensor with integrated control circuitry to
generate a compass heading and interface with other devices. The main advantages of
the magneto-inductive sensor approach is that it requires low power, is very accurate,
and, as a contributing factor in accuracy, can be calibrated in situ to correct for hard
and soft iron perturbations. It has a resolution of 0.01◦, and a heading accuracy
of 2◦, with 1◦ accuracy reported as typical[PNI Corp., 2007]. The compass module
is equipped with a Serial Peripheral Interface(SPI), but for ease of integration in
the system, an additional serial communication board was purchased to provide a
standard Serial Communication Interface (SCI).
Sensor update rate, data averaging, and local magnetic declination are all options
that are configurable by the user. Other than choosing the appropriate settings for
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the application, the only other step required for use is a simple calibration. After
installing the unit in its final location and orientation, calibration mode is enabled,
and the compass is then rotated slowly through two full rotations, keeping the unit as
level as possible and making each rotation slowly in no less than 30 seconds. Once the
unit is calibrated, output can be stopped and started with simple serial commands,
and the unit can also be put in a low-power mode that can be suspended by sending
a serial character to wake the unit.
2.2 Sensor Fusion
In order to create an autonomous platform for the planned application, one must
start from the firmest foundation possible in terms of position and pose. Positional
accuracy is of paramount importance, because if the robot doesn’t know where it is,
the higher level tasks of navigation and path planning are all but impossible. Pose,
though still important, is of slightly lesser importance because, with the platform
being investigated, pose can be inferred from a position track by extrapolating the
heading needed to get from point to point. Pose estimation solely from position
information is only possible, however, when the platform is moving forward. When
the platform is pivoting in place, or is initializing at the beginning before moving, the
heading is unknown until the platform moves forward. Because the pose is arrived at
by differentiation of the position data, it is also vulnerable to noise and inaccuracy
introduced by that process.
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2.2.1 Goals
With this in mind, the goal of the project is to combine the available sensors is
such a way as to arrive at an estimate of the position and pose of the robot that is
adequate to the planned application. As mentioned in the introduction, the intended
application is noxious weed control. Within that application, the most important
parameter is that the autonomous mower should be able to achieve 100% mowing
coverage in a designated area. This is necessary because any plants that are not
mowed and manage to go to seed will re-contaminate the mown area, making the
effort futile.
In order to achieve 100% coverage, it is necessary to take into account the phys-
ical dimensions of the mowing deck and the planned pattern of mowing. The width
of the mowing deck on the eXmark mower is 52 inches (1.3 m). In terms of a mowing
pattern, a back-and-forth pattern is assumed, to take advantage of positional accu-
racy conferred by pivoting at the end of each row, as opposed to a polygonal winding
pattern. Given these parameters and assuming that significant overlap of successive
passes will be necessary to ensure complete mowing in the presence of surface per-
turbations and position errors, a first order estimate of 1 meter was assumed for the
necessary path alignment. This means that the mower must not depart more than 1
meter perpendicularly from the ideal, planned path.
Contrarily, a goal for accuracy of length mowed on a particular pass was not
specifically established. This was avoided for several reasons. First, because the area
being mowed would be established with GPS waypoints taken with a receiver assumed
to only be accurate to 3-5 meters, the uncertainty of the ’ideal’ end of a pass is much
greater than the allowed uncertainty along the path. Second, provided the areas
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selected for autonomous mowing are chosen to be free of obstacles and constraints
like fences, streams, or dense bushes, mowing somewhat beyond the boundaries of
the chosen area is assumed to be allowed. Finally, the available parallel methods of
GPS positioning and wheel odometry are expected to allow sufficient accuracy within
the uncertainty above when establishing the bounds of the area to be mowed.
2.2.2 Approach
With the above goals in mind, it becomes immediately clear that the accuracy of
a conventional C/A GPS receiver will not be enough by itself. Even with the WAAS
correction possible with the Garmin receivers used, the published accuracy of less
than 3 m will be insufficient to keep the mower in line along its path, and perhaps
only barely sufficient to indicate when it has reached the end of a pass.
Another option is to use a combination of a heading from the digital compass and
odometry from the wheel encoders to develop a relative position by dead reckoning.
After establishing an initial position by some external reference, this method would
be able to provide very good relative positioning from point to point. Unfortunately,
however, like all relative methods that use integration to sum relative position changes
over time, this approach will suffer from wind-up where errors and noise are integrated
over time, resulting in drift and uncertainty that grow without bound.
Fortunately, sensor fusion provides a way of combining the strengths and miti-
gating the weaknesses of these two methods. The GPS provides an absolute reference
that can provide an initial position fix for dead-reckoning and also provide a bound
for the drift resulting from wind-up. Conversely, the point-to-point accuracy of dead-
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reckoning can be used to eliminate some of the variation in the GPS position fix by
attenuating GPS position changes that are not along the current heading of the plat-
form, or go beyond the possible distance traveled along the path. There are a number
of techniques this might be implemented mathematically, but the most likely method
would use a 2D Kalman estimator[Thrun et al., 2005].
The 2D Kalman estimator would start with a Gaussian probability distribution
function (PDF) of the belief of the position of the platform at a point in time. The
next step would be to update that belief by incorporating the known control action
that has taken place between the initial belief and the next time step. This control
action would be based on the measured heading and odometry. The final step would
then take the next updated position measurement from the GPS, multiply it by the
Kalman gain, and combine it with the belief after control input to come up with the
new belief of the position.
2.2.3 Implementation
To simplify development and testing of the sensors and the ability to use their
data to achieve sensor fusion, the initial step chosen was to simply capture the sen-
sor data coming from the GPS, digital compass, and the wheel encoders, and then
combine them after the fact. This would allow the testing of various algorithms and
approaches while simplifying the system needed on the platform.
The main difficulty in capturing the data for later processing is being able to
construct a picture of the sensor output versus time. To do this, the incoming data
must be time-stamped relative to the other data. Fortunately, the GPS data has a
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built-in absolute time reference to UTC time. Unfortunately, the wheel encoder data
and the digital compass data do not have such a built-in time reference. Since the
timing of the wheel encoder data will also be used to estimate the frequency of the
pulses and therefore the wheel velocity, a stable frequency control is needed to achieve
the millisecond timing of the incoming pulses determined to be necessary. For the
digital compass, precision timing is less important as the output of the sensor occurs
at a regular rate, and slight errors in the timing will not create drift in the sensor
value, as with the distance measured with the wheel encoders.
The other difficulty in capturing the data is the fact that the wheel encoders are
a lower level sensor that outputs a pulse train from the proximity sensor. In order to
get useful information, such as wheel velocity and distance traveled, the pulse train
must be interpreted in an intermediate step. This step is performed by a Motorola
HC9S12C32 microcontroller (HC9S12). The HC9S12 is envisioned to eventually act
as the lower level controller responsible for sensing wheel velocity, performing closed-
loop tracking control on the wheel velocity, and communicating velocity and distance
data to the higher level controller responsible for navigation and path planning. In
this project, only the precision timing of the wheel encoder pulses is implemented.
In order to achieve the precision timing of the encoder pulses, it might be pos-
sible to rely only on the precision of the oscillator driving the processor clock on
the microcontroller, but the precision of that oscillator over long periods of time is
unknown and is likely to drift with changes in temperature. Fortunately, the PPS
output of the GPS unit provides a very stable synchronization pulse on which to
base the timing of the encoder pulses and has the added benefit of already being
itself synchronized with UTC.
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To synchronize the encoder timing with the PPS output of the GPS unit requires
only a relatively simple program on the microcontroller that uses interrupts to time
all the PPS, encoder, and clock overflow events relative to each other. After the GPS
unit receives a position fix and starts outputting the PPS signal, the microcontroller
watches for the rising edge of the PPS signal. When this occurs, it increments a
counter that keeps track of the number of PPS pulses received and resets the local
clock pulse and clock overflow counters for the encoder pulses coming from the left
and right wheels. An overflow interrupt service routine (ISR) is also implemented to
keep track of overflows of the free-running counter since such overflows are crucial to
determining the correct number of clock pulses between encoder pulse events. When
a left or right encoder pulse event occurs, the appropriate ISR is triggered. The
encoder ISR reads the count of the free running counter as it was stored in the timer
buffer register at the time of the event, and using the count stored at the last PPS
event along with the number of overflows that have since occurred, calculates the total
number of clock counts that have occurred from the last PPS event until the encoder
event. To reduce the latency of the ISR, it stops there and raises an external flag.
The main program loop polls for these external encoder flags, and when triggered,
converts the clock count to milliseconds elapsed since the last PPS input, converts
that integer value to an equivalent ASCII text string, and then outputs a serial text
message that includes fields denoting left or right encoder, number of PPS pulses
counted, and the milliseconds elapsed since the last PPS pulse.
Now that the GPS and encoder pulses are precisely timed relative to each other
and the encoder output is in a format that can be received via a serial data connection,
the remaining step is capturing all the data together in one place and including a
secondary time-stamp that can tie the compass data to the encoder and GPS data.
This was accomplished with a simple MATLAB program on a laptop. MATLAB
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has a tic/toc timer function that starts a timer when tic is invoked and returns the
elapsed time in seconds to millisecond precision when the toc function is called. The
MATLAB program opens the serial connection to the GPS unit and collects 5 GPS
data sentences to provide a reference to the tic/toc clock. Once this data has been
received, the program opens the serial connections to the compass and microcontroller
and continues logging all incoming data to a flat text file, pre-pending each incoming
data transmission with a letter (G,C,M) to denote which data source it came from
and the current toc time when it was received. The program also includes a simple
counter of the number of GPS transmissions received to allow a particular data run
to be limited to a set number of seconds.
2.3 Experimental Set-Up
As noted above in Implementation, the first step in the development of the
autonomous platform was to develop a system capable of doing simple data capture
of all the sensor streams and establish their timing relative to each other. Once this
system was working, the next step was to give it some data to capture. Because
the hardest ability to achieve seemed to be the ability to travel along a straight line,
simulating a single pass in the envisioned back-and-forth mowing pattern made sense
as a place to start. To establish a straight line, surveying twine was staked out
between two points in Kafadar Commons, approximately 30 meters apart.
Once this reference was established, the mowing platform was driven to the
point of beginning, defined as being pointed along line, with the side of the mower
(left or right depending on the trial) positioned a foot perpendicularly from the line,
and with the center of the rear wheel aligned with the stake at the end of the line
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Figure 2.1. Example Mower Track
(Fig. 2.1, #1). Aligning the center of the rear tire with the stake and the end of the
line registered the end of the line both with the approximate center of rotation of
the platform and the sensor platform holding the GPS units and the digital compass.
Offsetting the platform a foot perpendicularly from the line allowed space so that
the wheels of the platform did not disturb the line and made it easier to see the line
from the driver’s position, enabling better straight-line driving.
With the platform in position at the point of beginning, sensors were initialized,
and the MATLAB data capture program was started. The platform was then driven
at a moderate walking pace to the other end of the line. The platform was then
brought to a halt with the center of the rear tire aligned as closely as possible with
the stake at the end of the line. The platform was then held stationary for 4-5
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seconds to clearly register the end of the pass in both the GPS and wheel encoder
data. The platform was then turned around so it lined up on the other side of the
line as with the original point of beginning. Again, the platform was held stationary
for 4-5 seconds to register the beginning of the return pass. After the pause, the
platform was again driven along the line, stopping at the end the register the end of
the pass, and then turned around to arrive back at the original point of beginning.
Original data capture sequences were limited to a single lap from one end of
the line to the other and back to the point of beginning. Once the robustness of
the system was thought to be established and variability and repeatability became
a focus of the investigation, longer data runs of 500 or 600 seconds, encompassing
4-5 complete laps, were the norm. Within a single experimental session, it was also
customary to start alternating data sequences on opposite sides of the line, resulting
in clockwise and counter-clockwise lap directions, and opposite ends of the line, giving
different starting headings. Some laps also include diversions along the path, where
the platform was steered away from the guide line and back to proper alignment and
offset within a pass. The diversions were intended to establish data signatures for
diversions from the intended path, which were hoped might provide a starting point
for developing an algorithm for straight line performance.
Over the course of the project, standard reference positions relative to land-
marks and GPS positions for the ends of the guide line were established to allow
comparisons between data sets collected on different set-ups on different days. Al-
ternate line positions were also established to test performance on courses that were
approximately orthogonal to establish different headings, and on different surfaces
and different slopes to establish the presence and magnitude of possible wheel slip.
Finally, locations were periodically rotated so as not to cause excessive damage to
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the grass in the primary testing location.
2.4 Establishing Ground Truth
In order to evaluate the success of any new sensor technology or technique, it is
necessary to have some reference to ground truth in order to compare the measure-
ments or data produced by the new method to something with a known accuracy and
uncertainty. When evaluating new sensor configurations for mobile robots, this can
be particularly difficult for a number of reasons. First, in the case of platforms using
GPS, testing must occur outside and in an area relatively free of trees and buildings
that would block the signals from the satellites. Outside testing is also required for
robots that use internal combustion engines for motive power. Second, the possibility
of developing a structured testing environment, perhaps by laying out a grid array
of reference points, is often precluded by the size of the area needed for testing, the
availability of an area that can be dedicated solely to testing the robot, or by the time
and effort necessary to lay out the reference points. Finally, with a global position
reference such as GPS, any absolute reference points that might be used as a basis
for establishing a local, relative, reference scheme are often difficult to find or are not
located within line of sight of the testing area.
With these challenges in mind, the existence and availability of high quality
carrier-grade GPS receivers on campus was met with a sense of great relief. Two
Trimble Pro-XRS receivers with Ranger hand-held data loggers were purchased with
student technology fee funds with the primary intended use of aiding in surveying
tasks undertaken in third world nations by student design teams in the Humanitarian
Engineering Program[Muñoz, 2007]. One of these receivers was available for use, and
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because its primary mode of use is as a backpack system, it was easily mounted on
the experimental platform.
As a carrier phase GPS receiver that also included software to enable post-
processing of the position data using base data either from a locally established base
station or from a nearby CORS site, the Trimble unit was capable of establishing
positions with a nominal accuracy of less than 1 meter in real time with WAAS
correction, ∼0.1 meter while moving with post-processing, and ∼0.01 meters with
post-processing and dwell times of 30-40 minutes on a particular point .
When the unit was first acquired, the original thought was to use the unit to
establish absolute reference points locally in the testing area and then use those
points as a reference for path tracking positions obtained by other methods. Once
it was established that the unit was capable of accuracies of 0.1 meters after post-
processing when data was taken while the platform was moving, this became the
method of choice. Unfortunately, the particular configuration of various options on
the unit needed to achieve that positional accuracy took several experimental runs
to establish, so many of the early runs have reference position data that is only
accurate to the 1 meter level or less, or data where only one position in thirty was
post-processed to the desired accuracy of 0.1 meters. The Trimble units also have the
requirement that 10 continuous minutes of carrier-phase data must be logged in order
to be able to perform the carrier-phase post processing necessary for the 0.1 meter
accuracy. This was occasionally a hindrance to experimental testing because the trees
present in testing area would intermittently block satellites, causing enough drop-out
on some points of the lap to cause the carrier phase lock to be lost, invalidating the
data on that run.
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The procedure for taking the data to establish ground truth was quite simple.
After the platform was driven to the testing area, the unit was turned on, and after
enough satellites were discovered by the unit to enable it to achieve a position fix,
data logging was started, and the unit was left to run while other initialization and
set-up tasks were performed. This allowed the unit to lock on to the maximum
number of satellites possible and also established the necessary 10 minute carrier
lock before any moving data was taken. Once the experimental runs were begun, the
unit was allowed to keep taking continuous data within a single line feature. This
work-around forced the post-processing software to process all the data acquired to
the 0.1 meter level of accuracy. The status of the unit was periodically checked to
determine whether carrier lock was being maintained, and if not, the troublesome
area was determined, and, if possible, the path was slightly modified in an attempt
to avoid that area. Once experimental runs were concluded for the session, the file
was closed and the unit powered down.
After returning inside, the data logger was connected to the computer with the
post-processing software, and the data was downloaded. When the data from the local
CORS site was available on the internet, the ground truth data was post-processed
to the maximum possible level of accuracy, usually to the 0.1 meter accuracy level
if carrier phase lock was continuously maintained. Once the data was processed, a
plain text export file was created that contained fields for time, Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) easting and northing, and elevation. UTM easting and northing
coordinates are a flat grid coordinate mapping of points with 1 meter grid spacing.
Distortion of distances is minimized through the use of multiple mapping zones that
are 6◦ of longitude wide and is limited to one part in 2500. This exported data
could then be imported to Excel for further processing and comparison with the data
received from the other sensors.
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The one quirk in comparing data acquired with the Trimble unit to the data
from the Garmin unit involved an integer time disparity. Both units are synchronized
with UTC and output data at the same instant at a 1 Hz data rate, but comparing
positions and inferred velocities reveals a 14 second difference in the time stamping
between the two units. This was found to be a simple accumulated leap second
difference between GPS time and UTC time. The difference between the two units
arises because the more sophisticated Trimble unit uses periodic software updates
that adjust this factor to stay in sync with UTC time, while the Garmin only reports
GPS time.
2.5 Data Post-Processing
Once the raw data captured from the sensor is saved via the MATLAB data
capture program, it must be further processed to yield relevant results, which are
detailed in the next chapter. The flow of the data from the sensors through generation
of final results is shown in Fig. 2.2. As explained in more detail below, the post-
processing of the data captured involved three general steps. First, the raw flat
text data was imported into Microsoft Excel, parsed into the relevant data fields,
sorted by sensor type, and outliers were removed. Next the encoder and compass
data were synchronized and linearly interpolated at intervals of one tenth of a second
to create regular 10 Hertz data streams for analysis. Finally once the data was
regularized, the different data sets were combined in various ways to yield useful
results for interpretation.
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Figure 2.2. Data Flow Including Post-Processing
2.5.1 Sorting, Parsing, and Filtering
Because all the data being captured by the MATLAB program was comma-
delimited ASCII text, the resulting data files were easily imported and sorted by
Excel. Once the individual data sentences were sorted by sensor type, the data for
an individual sensor was parsed separately for relevant data fields, throwing away any
extraneous fields or checksum characters. After the data was parsed, it was quickly
scanned for inconsistencies or irregularities that might indicate a problem with a
sensor or the data capture program. Provided there were no errors that made the
data set unusable, the next step was filtering the encoder data manually to remove
spurious pulses and add missing pulses (see Section 3.1.2 for details and discussion),
and converting the Garmin GPS data from latitude/longitude to UTM coordinates.






















Figure 2.3. Linear Interpolation of Sensor Data
2.5.2 Synchronization and Interpolation
Once the data was properly formatted and filtered, there remained the problem
of creating data sets from different sensors that could be combined easily. As an
example, the encoder data sentences each consist of an ‘L’ or ‘R’ letter designation
for the particular encoder, and a numeric field that gives the arrival time of the
rising pulse from the encoder sensor. This data is discrete in time and arrives asyn-
chronously at a rate proportional the speed of the wheel. Unfortunately, to achieve
a useful combination of different sensor streams, the sensor values used from the
different sensors must be synchronous in time and occur at regular intervals.
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To synchronize two data streams and achieve a regular and specified data rate,
the easiest approach is to perform a simple linear interpolation of the data at regular
intervals. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the asynchronous encoder data from the left
and right encoders is represented by the blue and green data points. The dotted lines
connecting the points represent the linear approximation encoder counts between
actual encoder counts. The general form of the equation for a line is y = mx + b
in slope-intercept form. If two adjacent data points are chosen with coordinates of






Substituting this expression for the slope into the original equation along with the






x1 + b (2.2)











Substituting the slope and intercept expressions back into the basic slope-intercept
















with x as the value of the independent variable for which an interpolated value is
desired and y as the interpolated value between the given points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
at x.
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With a specified data rate of 10 Hertz, a list of times at intervals of one tenth of a
second was generated. Using these sampling times, the existing data was then linearly
interpolated to estimate the sensor value at the given time. These estimated values
could then be easily combined with similar values from other sensors to calculate the
results of interest, such as position and heading. To implement the interpolation,
another free, third-party Excel package was used [Advanced Systems Design and
Development, 2008].
2.5.3 Data Combinations
With the data streams from the encoders and compass linearly interpolated at
10 Hz., various combinations of the data were developed to achieve certain results. To
estimate the distance traveled in the straight line segments, an interpolated number
of encoder counts was determined for the left and right encoders at each end of the
line. Then the average of the left and right interpolated counts at the beginning of
the line was subtracted from the average at the end, giving the total counts traveled.
The counts were then multiplied by the 10.39 centimeters traveled per encoder count
estimated by measuring the wheel circumference and dividing by 15 encoder counts









with d as the distance traveled, L2 and R2 the left and right encoder counts at the end
of the straight line segment, and L1 and R1 the counts at the beginning. Once the
estimated distance was calculated, it was then compared to the distance indicated by
the Trimble GPS unit used for ground truth to see how well correlated the distances
were and to determine if a calibration factor was needed.
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To estimate relative heading change from the encoders alone, the interpolated
encoder count data from the left and right encoders was divided by the period between
interpolated samples, 0.1 seconds, thus establishing the frequency for each encoder at
the sampled interval rate of 10 Hz. Because any difference in the encoder frequency
would indicate a difference in wheel speed characteristic of a turn, the frequency of










This difference in the encoder frequency was then compared to interpolated digital
compass data to establish both the goodness of correlation between the two quantities
and a calibration factor needed to convert the measured frequency difference between
the encoders to the rate of change of the heading.
The interpolated encoder and compass data streams were also combined to es-
timate the relative position of the mower by dead-reckoning. The distance traveled
per 0.1 second period was calculated by taking the mean of the calculated frequencies
of the left and right encoders and multiplying by the calibration factor equating the










∆d = fmean ∗ 10.39cm ∗ Cdist (2.8)
The incremental northing and easting components of the movement were then cal-
culated by simple trigonometric decomposition of a vector with a direction equal to
the compass heading θ and a magnitude equal to the incremental distance traveled.
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∆N = d sin(90◦ − θ) (2.9)
∆E = d cos(90◦ − θ) (2.10)
Starting at some pre-defined point-of-beginning, the next incremental northing and
easting were added to the current estimated position to establish a series of incre-
mental positions tracking the relative motion of the mower.
Nt = Nt−1 + ∆N (2.11)
Et = Et−1 + ∆E (2.12)
Processing of the GPS data was very straightforward. Aside from plotting the
ground truth data from the Trimble receiver for comparison with the relative position
determined from dead-reckoning based on the encoded and compass data, the only
analysis conducted for the GPS data was a determination of the error of the Garmin
GPS position relative to ground truth. The error was defined as the straight-line
distance from the Garmin position (EG, NG) to the Trimble position (ET , NT ), and
this was easily determined using the Pythagorean theorem.
errorGarmin =
√
(NG −NT )2 + (EG − ET )2 (2.13)
Once the error for each pair of Garmin and Trimble positions was determined, the
distribution of errors was generate by constructing a histogram.
2.5.4 Monte Carlo Simulation
As a way of analyzing and summarizing the relative uncertainties of the sensors
and their effect on the navigational accuracy of the platform, simple Monte Carlo sim-
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ulations were performed using the experimentally determined errors of the sensors.
While not strictly part of the data post-processing, the simulations are explained
here because of their close relation to the methods and results used for the rest of the
data. Starting with a chosen mowing pattern, the desired path was represented as
a series of discrete moves in given directions. For each move, the NORMINV func-
tion in Excel was used to create random errors with the same variation and mean as
the experimentally determined errors. The NORMINV function is the inverse of the
normal cumulative distribution and takes as its arguments the desired probability,
the specified mean, and the standard deviation. By seeding the desired cumulative
probability argument with a random number generated by the RAND function, ran-
dom errors are generated that are normally distributed with the specified mean and
standard deviation. By adding these random errors to the nominal heading and dis-
tance traveled, a simulated end point for the end of the move was created. This
position then became the starting point for the next move. By repeating this process
for subsequent moves, a simulation of one trial was created. Because Excel creates
a new random error each time the NORMINV function is used, the simulation of
a single trial could be copied multiple times in the spreadsheet to create simula-
tions of multiple trials. The positions at the end of each of the individual moves
within two thousand simulated runs were then plotted to give a qualitative idea of




Testing of the platform and data capture of the sensor streams was primarily
accomplished between July and mid-September 2007, though preliminary character-
ization of the Garmin GPS sensors was performed the previous summer of 2006.
With the final configuration of GPS, digital compass, and wheel encoders, data was
captured in a total of 13 separate sessions, totaling 156 complete laps.
Of the 13 sessions, the first two, totaling 22 complete laps, were unusable. In
the first data set, a bad ground on the voltage divider reducing the 12 volt signal
coming from the wheel encoders to the 5 volt maximum specified for input to the
microcontroller resulted in so many spurious pulses recorded that the real encoder
data could not be reconstructed. In the second, ground truth data from the Trimble
GPS unit was not able to be post-processed to the desired accuracy level because the
necessary configuration for capturing the required data had not been discovered.
Even after these gross issues with the data capturing system were addressed,
the system still suffered from frustrating glitches. Typically, the system could be
run successfully for several complete runs but would eventually reach a point where
repeated glitches in the MATLAB program capturing the data would prevent the
further acquisition of useful data. Though there is not a conclusive explanation for
this issue, thermal stress of the microcontroller or the laptop used to capture the data
is suspected. Occasional glitches were also common within a run of successful data
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collection. When this would occur, another run with the same set-up was attempted,
and in some cases, data from these separate runs was combined in the analysis to
achieve a number of complete laps similar to other data runs in the session.
Once data was captured, off-line analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel.
The flat text data file generated by the MATLAB program was parsed for the indi-
vidual data fields and then sorted by sensor type. Data for each sensor type was then
preprocessed before it could be analyzed. GPS data from the Garmin and Trimble
units was collated in time and shifted for the 14 second disparity between GPS and
UTC time. Digital compass data was altered for analysis by adding integer factors of
360◦ to eliminate discontinuities when the compass reading would wrap around from
360◦ to 0◦. Wheel encoder data was further sorted by left and right encoders and
then spurious pulses were removed. After preprocessing, data from the individual
sensors was combined in various ways to arrive at estimates of the distance traveled,
heading, and overall position. These estimates were then compared to the ground
truth data captured by the Trimble unit.
3.1 Encoders
As discussed in the System Description, the encoders used were developed in-
house as part of a senior design project, and as such, they require more front-end
processing to produce an output that can be usefully combined with data from the
other sensors. The raw sensor data generated is basically a list of times when a rising
pulse from the proximity detector was detected. From this data, one can infer a
variety of useful data, including pulse frequency, number of pulses acquired since an
event, and the number of pulses acquired in a given time period.
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Because pulse frequency is directly proportional to wheel speed, the frequency
estimated from the change in time between two successive pulses will eventually be
used as the sensed parameter when developing closed-loop tracking control on wheel
velocity. For the purposes of integration with other sensors, however, this method has
the particular flaw of not accurately sensing when the platform has stopped. Because
this method relies on waiting until a new pulse is sensed, calculating the frequency
based on the intervening period between pulses, and then associating this frequency
with either the preceding or the current pulse, velocity profiles in the region of stops
always connect the dots between the last velocity sensed before the stop and the
velocity inferred from the pause in incoming encoder pulses due to the stop. This
diagonal line does not accurately capture when the platform is stopped, especially if
the data is being interpolated to achieve a regular update rate.
With this in mind, the encoder data was instead processed by assigning an in-
cremented, integer pulse number to each pulse. The data then consisted of a pulse
number associated with a time when that pulse arrived. This data was then inter-
polated to determine the number of pulses, including fractions of a pulse, that had
occurred at regular intervals of 0.1 seconds. From this interpolated data, velocity,
relative distance traveled, and relative heading change could be calculated at a 10
Hz virtual update rate that could be easily combined with other sensor data.
3.1.1 Performance
The performance of the wheel encoders was evaluated both for the ability to
determine the distance traveled along the path and for the ability to infer relative
heading changes. Knowing the distance traveled is crucial to establishing an accurate
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relative position of the platform, which is in turn a necessary input to the envisioned
2D Kalman estimator. Inferring heading changes from the wheel encoder data is less
important with the availability of the digital compass which establishes an absolute
heading, but the inferred heading changes when compared to the digital compass
might be used to detect wheel slip, slope changes, and wheel size differences.
Straight Line Distance
The performance with respect to the straight line distance inferred from the
wheel encoders was evaluated by comparing the distance between the ends of a
straight line run (Fig 2.1, #1 to #2 and #3 to #4) with the number of encoder
pulses counted while driving between those points. The circumferences of the wheels
were found to be 155.2 cm. and 156.5 cm., due to either manufacturing differences or
a measured 0.5 PSI pressure difference between the tires. The average circumference
of 155.9 cm. leads to a nominal distance traveled per encoder count of 10.39 cm.
Multiplying the average of the pulses counted from the left and right encoders gives
the distance traveled. This was then plotted relative to the GPS distance traveled
for that particular leg (Fig. 3.1).
As can be seen in the plot, there is very good overall correlation between the
distances obtained using the two methods. Two trend lines were plotted, one un-
constrained, and one constrained to a zero intercept. The difference in correlation
between the two trend lines is negligible. While correlation is good, the non-unary
slope of the trend lines indicates that nominal distances estimated from the wheel
encoders are proportionally larger than those obtained from GPS. This could be due
a number of factors, including wheel slip and tire deformation resulting in an effec-
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Figure 3.1. Measured Distance, Encoders vs. Trimble GPS: This shows the correla-
tion of the distance measured with the encoders vs. the ground truth established by
the Trimble GPS receiver. (Encoder Distance Analysis.xls)
tive wheel circumference slightly smaller than the nominal circumference. The fact
that this proportionality holds over different surfaces would seem to indicate that
tire deformation is the more likely explanation, but determining this to any level of
certainty would be quite difficult. On the other hand, the high level of correlation
would allow the nominal distance traveled per encoder count to be adjusted to more
closely match the actual distance traveled. Peculiarly, rounding the distance per
encoder count to 10 cm. results in a slope very close to one.
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Set-up Overall Going Coming
Grass 1 0.160 0.106 0.079
Grass 2 0.139 0.156 0.102
Track 1 0.056 0.038 0.056
Track 2 0.032 0.044 0.019
Asphalt 0.068 0.052 0.021
Average 0.091
Table 3.1. Standard Deviations of Distance Error in meters
The good correlation between the distance arrived at by the two methods can
be further quantified by looking at the standard deviation of the difference between
the encoder distance and the trendline (Table 3.1). Of note is the difference in
the standard deviation from runs on a grass surface versus cinder track and asphalt
surfaces. Also of note is the difference in the standard deviations when coming
and going on opposite headings. The greater variability when running on grass is
generally thought to be the result of variability of surface conditions (wet, dry, soft,
hard, grass, bare, etc.) and small scale undulations in the surface. The cause of
differences in variability between runs heading in opposite directions is less clear, but
other findings (See Estimating Heading Change below) would seem to indicate that
distance estimation may be skewed when cross-path slopes force constant steering
input, likely resulting in wheel slip. Another possibility might be an increase in
wheel slip when heading upslope versus downslope.
Whatever the possible causes of the variability, it is on the same order as the
accuracy of the post-processed positions from the Trimble GPS unit and on the same
order as the distance per encoder count. Better accuracy, therefore, can not be
achieved with this system.
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Estimating Heading Change
Before the performance of the wheel encoders with respect to sensing heading
changes could be evaluated, the overall characteristics of the system had to be es-
tablished. The heading change will be inferred from the difference in the velocities
of the two wheel encoders. Thus, if the left wheel is turning faster than the right,
one can infer that the vehicle is probably turning to the right and vice versa. In
order to establish the constants of proportionality which equate a given turn rate
to a given difference in wheel velocities, one may either start from simple physical
principles and use measurements of the wheel circumference, wheel-base between ef-
fective wheel centerline, and estimates of wheel slip, or one may choose to collect
actual measurements and establish the constants of proportionality experimentally.
In this case, given the difficulty of directly measuring the effective wheel centerline
and estimating wheel slip on various surfaces, the experimental approach was chosen.
Initial attempts to evaluate the proportionality constant from data collected
while driving the standard lap were abandoned because the straight line portions of
the pattern did not yield useful data and the turns at the end of the line yielded
data for a very narrow range of turn rates. With this in mind, alternate data was
taken by executing a wandering and swerving path that consisted almost wholly of
turns at different rates and in different directions. The goal of this pattern was to
generate data points across a wide range of turn rates in order to establish a good
basis for regression analysis. As can be seen (Fig. 3.2), there is good correlation, and
the constant of proportionality of 0.5174 degrees/second per Hertz can then be used
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Figure 3.2. Turn Rate Comparison, Encoders vs. Digital Compass: This plot shows
the measured relationship between the difference (Left - Right) in wheel encoder
frequencies and the rate of change of the heading of the digital compass. From
the regression analysis, the proportionality constant of 0.5714 deg./sec. per Hz is
established. (0803071420w.xls)
Once this proportionality was established, it was used to generate an estimated
heading from the wheel encoders, which was then compared directly with the heading
generated by the digital compass. Because the heading from the encoders was only
a relative heading generated by integrating the inferred heading rate change over
time, the heading was initialized at the beginning of a run to the same heading as
the digital compass. In this way, the ability of the inferred heading to track the
























Figure 3.3. Heading Comparison, Encoders vs. Digital Compass: This plot shows
the inferred heading from the encoders in comparison with the heading measured by
the digital compass. Note the ramping behavior of the encoder heading along the
first straight leg of the lab, from 5 to 30 seconds, and compare to the more consistent
heading between 60 and 75 seconds. (0730071348.xls)
From the very first results, it could be seen that inferring an accurate heading
from the wheel encoders was going to be difficult (Fig. 3.3). While there was visually
good correlation at the ends of the lap when turning, the straight legs of the lap
were not as well correlated. The first straight leg consistently exhibited a ’ramping’
behavior where the encoder heading value would gradually increase, implying that the
platform was turning clockwise. Coming back on the opposite straight leg, however,
the ramping behavior was absent and the encoder heading remained quite consistent.
This overall alternating behavior was seen consistently across multiple data runs
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taken in different locations.
Thinking that the ramping behavior might be some sort of start-up behavior
tied to the beginning of a data run, the experimental approach was modified to
collect multiple laps within a single data run. This established that the ramping
behavior was not a start-up issue, but rather consistent over multiple laps (Fig. 3.4).
Examination of data sets starting in different directions and making laps in both
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions further showed that the ramping behavior
was associated with the straight leg associated with a particular heading, regardless
of start point or lap direction.
This alternating behavior was quite puzzling, as a bias error associated with, say,
a difference in wheel circumference would be not be expected to have any correlation
with heading. The association with heading seemed to point to something about
the topography or slope relative to the test course, but if that was the case, one
would expect to see ramping in the opposite direction on the alternating leg, and
that was not the case. Additionally, the primary testing area was chosen to have
very little slope, and what slope there was appeared to be oriented in the direction of
the straight legs, rather than across them. The association with one heading in spite
of changes in starting direction and starting point also ruled out surface variations
and variable wheel slip as a possible explanation.
To further eliminate the any possible slope effects, data runs were performed on
the cinder track at the football stadium, the most level ground that could be reached
by simply driving the mower platform to the location. After a suggestion from a
committee member, the drive wheels were also switched between the right and left























Figure 3.4. Heading Comparison, Encoders vs. Digital Compass, Continuous Laps:
This plot shows the inferred heading from the encoders in comparison with the head-
ing measured by the digital compass. Note that the ramping and straight behavior
alternate between legs. (0827071033.xls)
in all straight line segments and approximately the same magnitude on all legs, high-
lighting slope as the primary cause of disparity in the ramping between alternating
legs. Switching the tires also reversed the direction of the ramping behavior, indicat-
ing a difference in tire diameter as the primary cause for ramping in general. When
the circumferences of the tires were measured, they were found to be 155.2 cm. and
156.5 cm. Over a straight-line distance of 30 meters, this results in a discrepancy
in the distance measured by the left and right encoders of 25 cm. With a measured

























Figure 3.5. Heading Comparison, Encoders vs. Digital Compass, No Slope with Tires
Switched: This plot shows the inferred heading from the encoders in comparison with
the heading measured by the digital compass. This trial was performed on a level
surface and with the right and left tires switched. Note the change in the ramping
direction and the equal ramping on alternate legs. (0913070825.xls)
with the magnitude of the observed ramping over a single run.
With this result in mind, revisiting of the earlier runs leads one to conclude that
two different bias errors are responsible for the alternating ramping seen in earlier
data runs. The primary bias caused by differences in the wheel circumferences results
in consistent ramping behavior in one direction. This primary bias is then overlain
with a secondary bias error resulting from a slight slope crossing the path heading.
When going one way along the line, the vehicle is steered slightly in one direction to
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maintain a straight heading, and then slightly in the opposite direction on the way
back. This secondary bias adds to the primary bias when heading in one direction,
and subtracts when heading in the opposite direction. When the heading changes on
opposite legs in a given run are averaged, the average heading change is on a close
order of magnitude to the primary bias noted above.
3.1.2 Challenges
The challenges experienced with the wheel encoders are basically two-fold, one
concerning the implementation of the sensors and one concerning the appropriate and
correct use of the sensors. Neither problem necessarily precludes the use of the wheel
encoders in the envisioned autonomous system, but they will need to be addressed
if the platform is to move beyond the phase of ”bench automation” where the data
captured for later assessment and hand-filtering to develop and test different control
algorithms.
The implementation problem consists of the presence of false and dropped pulses
in the encoder data that leads to incorrectly sensed velocity and distance traveled.
This problem was especially prevalent in initial data runs that were taken before a
grounding problem was addressed, but fixing the ground did not completely eliminate
the problem. After fixing the ground, dropped pulses were all but eliminated from
most runs, but false pulses continued to plague the captured data.
Looking at an example of the raw encoder data (Fig. 3.6), one can see many
spikes corresponding to a point in the data where one or more spurious pulses were

























Figure 3.6. Encoder Noise: This plot shows the raw encoder data. Note the high
frequency spikes indicating false pulses and the low frequency drops indicating missed
pulses. (0903070920.xls)
pulses is based on the inverse of the period between pulses, a spurious pulse divides the
normal period between two real pulses into at least two shorter periods. These shorter
periods result in two corresponding higher frequency readings, one of which measures
at least twice the actual frequency. In addition to the false frequency readings, these
spurious pulses also represent additional encoder counts that add erroneously to the
accumulated distance traveled by that wheel. In this case, 10 or more spikes amount
to an extra meter or more in the estimate of the distance traveled. As one would
expect, missed pulses result in problems opposite to those encountered with false
pulses. Missing a pulse results in a lower calculated frequency and an estimate for
distance traveled that is too low.
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Addressing the issue of false or missed pulses will probably involve either ferreting
out the root cause of the problem, or implementing a filtering routine in the lower
level controller that can perform the same function as the formulas and hand selection
done in the current post-processing of the data. At this point, unfortunately, there
are no conjectures for the root cause of the problem. Oscilloscope monitoring and
analog data capture of the raw voltage coming from the encoders did not show the
presence of sufficient noise between pulses to account for the observed issues, but
correlating output from the microcontroller was not attempted, and in any case,
absence of proof is not proof of absence.
Implementation of a filter routine should be fairly straightforward, at least when
attempting to filter out false pulses. Because a false pulse will shorten the period
between pulses, filtering of the incoming data can be achieved by simply inhibiting
output of the pulse if the pulse follows the preceding pulse by some smaller than
expected interval. The main difficulty in this implementation is that a special case
has to be used when starting to move after being stationary. This special case will
be needed because the first pulse after being stopped would be filtered out by the
simple criteria above because the expected interval between pulses when stopped is
unknown.
Enabling the filter routine to detect missed pulses would be the opposite case
of detecting when a longer than expected interval between pulses is detected. In
this case, however, instead of simply ignoring a pulse that was not supposed to
be there, some number of pulses will have to be recreated and inserted into the
existing data. The number of extra pulses needed should be easy to infer from
looking at the preceding interval and calculating the approximate integer number
of intervals of that size that are needed to fill the gap. The primary difficulties
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with implementing this filter are in performing the necessary interpolation of points
before another pulse arrives and then transmitting all the interpolated pulses with
their estimated times to the higher level controller. Depending on how the higher
level controller is implemented, the late arrival of the information from the encoders
might cause difficulties.
3.2 Digital Compass
As compared with the wheel encoders, the capture, processing, and analysis of
the compass data was relatively straight forward. After calibration, output from
the compass could be turned on and off via serial commands sent from the data
capture program in MATLAB, and when activated, the compass would output the
current heading to a resolution of 0.01◦ at 8 Hz. Various mode configurations are
available on the compass module, including different output rates, digital damping of
output (assumed to be a running average), and true and magnetic north modes with
declination setting. For the purposes of simplicity and base evaluation of the sensor,
these modes were all left in their default modes (magnetic north, 8 Hz. output,
no damping). Once the data was captured, the only processing step necessary was
adding integer multiples of 360◦ back into the data to create data that was continuous.
This step would be unnecessary if the data were being used solely as a heading from
which to estimate a relative position in combination with encoder data, but was used




By itself, the heading data coming from the digital compass is hard to evaluate.
There might be the possibility of referencing it to a “ground truth” heading found
by computing a heading from the point to point positions determined by the Trimble
GPS unit, but this would be of limited use and would suffer from noise generated
by the differentiation of the GPS data. Instead, because the instantaneous pose of
the vehicle is less important than its ability to reliably navigate from point to point,
the compass is evaluated based on its contribution to overall navigational error. This
evaluation is based on the accuracy of the position of the vehicle relative to ground
truth when the position is integrated from the instantaneous heading and forward
velocity as sensed by the digital compass and the wheel encoders.
In order to develop the estimate of the relative position of the platform, the
compass data was interpolated at the same 0.1 second interval as the wheel encoder
data from the previous analysis. With this time correlated data, the relative change
in northing and easting per time interval was determined trigonometrically from the
heading angle and the incremental forward distance traveled. Determining the rela-
tive position was then just a matter of carrying a running sum of all the incremental
changes in the northing and easting to determine the relative position at a particular
point in time. In order to compare this to the ground truth established from the
Trimble GPS unit, a common origin was established at the point of beginning for
a particular data run. By “re-zeroing” the running sum of the relative position at
the end of a particular lap, it was also possible to compare the characteristics of
multiple laps directly, especially when errors in the heading resulted in increasingly



























Figure 3.7. Position Estimate Plot: This is an example of the position estimate
inferred from the digital compass and wheel encoders compared to the ground truth
established from the Trimble GPS unit. (0803071007.xls)
Looking at an example plot of the raw estimated position relative to the ground
truth provided by the Trimble GPS unit shows two of the several kinds of errors that
affect the precision of navigation with this method (Fig. 3.7). The most glaring source
of error is obviously the relative heading difference between the straight legs. As can
be seen by comparison with the actual path, the headings of these legs should be in
180◦ opposition, and they are quite obviously not. Because the estimated position is
integrated based on the instantaneous heading at any point in time along the entire
path, this difference in the heading of legs that should be parallel is a bias error, and
not just due to a data point or two with larger heading errors.
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The other kind of error that can be seen in this example plot is an overall
misalignment of the orientation of the entire track relative to the ground truth. This
is also a bias error, and represents the composite of the difference resulting from the
disparity in orientation between true and magnetic north and any misalignment of
the compass module relative to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The disparity in
orientation between magnetic and true north is introduced because the ground truth
is oriented to true north while the compass heading is oriented to magnetic north.
Together, these two biases amount to approximately 8◦ of bias error, with the local
magnetic declination of 9.5◦ providing the larger contribution.
Aside from these errors, however, the general matching of the estimated position
to the ground truth position is quite good. The end point of the lap lies perpendicu-
larly offset from the point of beginning, and it can be seen visually that eliminating
the disparities in the headings of the straight leg segments would likely result in a
final position that comes very close to closing the loop. The precision of the dis-
tance estimated from the wheel encoders is further demonstrated here in the close
proportionality to ground truth in the size and shape of the loops made while turning
around at the ends of the course.
Now that we have seen the kind of errors that can occur in a single lap, the
next question to come to mind concerns the repeatability of the errors that are seen.
Looking at plots of two different data runs consisting of multiple, continuous laps
(Fig. 3.8), the good and the bad news can be clearly seen. The good news is that the
bias errors associated with the headings of the straight line tracks are very repeatable
from lap to lap. The bad news is that this bias is not constant, even when multiple
runs are performed along the same course with a given heading. The two data runs

















































Figure 3.8. Position Estimate Plots, Good vs. Bad:(a)small bias error; (b)larger bias
error. These plots compare different heading bias errors and their affect on wandering
behavior. Note the regularity of the spacing, indicating the repeatability of the bias
error from lap to lap. (0913070630.xls & 0913070641.xls)
(though in different directions), and the digital compass was running continuously
over the course of these and other runs.
Once the fact that the heading bias error varies from run to run but is consistent
from lap to lap within a run is established, the next question concerns what variation
occurs in the heading bias error from lap to lap within a run. For this analysis,
instead of plotting the estimate of position continuously, which serves to show the
cumulative error of position over many laps, the position estimate was broken into
individual laps which are then all normalized to the start at the origin. In this way,
the variance in the heading along a given straight leg of the course could be estimated.
Looking at Figure 3.9, it can be seen that the variability in the estimated po-
sition along a given heading is reasonably small. The greater standard deviation
in this particular data run, 0.42◦, would result in a 99% confidence level that the


































Figure 3.9. Position Estimate Plot, Lap Repeatability: This plot compares the tra-
jectory of individual laps (pink) to ground truth established from the Trimble GPS
unit (blue). Note the heading errors on the straight legs of the estimated position
versus the ground truth position, as well as the low standard of deviation in the
heading within the straight legs. (0913070808.xls)
be less than 2% of the distance traveled. For the straight line distance traveled, 35
meters, this would result in a maximum observed perpendicular displacement of 0.77
meters, which is considerably smaller in magnitude than the overall perpendicular
displacement of 2.5 meters, which is primarily due to the heading bias error.
With all these results in mind, the error model for the compass appears to
consist of three primary parts: 1) an overall coordinate orientation error due to
local magnetic declination and the physical orientation of the compass module on
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the vehicle, 2) a heading bias error, and 3) variance in heading with repeated laps
along a given straight leg segment. Of the three sources, the orientation error is
assumed to be the easiest to correct. If the other two error sources are minimized,
then correcting for the coordinate orientation error is assumed to be a matter of
calibration to some known heading as part of an initialization routine. Once the
particular error is known, it can be included in the calculations as a constant term.
Unfortunately, the variation of the coordinate orientation error could not be assessed
because the error itself could only be estimated from data runs where the heading
bias error was minimal, and those runs amounted to only a handful of all the runs. If
the heading bias error is eventually fixed, any variation in the coordinate orientation
could be determined and added to the error model if necessary.
The heading bias error presents the biggest obstacle to using the V2Xe compass
module in this system. As seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, not only does this source of
error result in position errors at the end of a lap of as much as 5 meters or more, but
the heading error can vary markedly from run to run, even when the compass is not
halted between runs. This run-to-run variation is especially troubling because any
sources of error relating to turning the compass on or off, or calibrating it differently
should be eliminated, so the variation is without an obvious cause. Looking at all
runs, the relative difference in heading between alternating straight legs shows a
mean of -1.10◦ and a standard deviation of 4.07◦. Because this analysis is based
on a population of 22 points, the non-zero mean may be insignificant, but the high
standard of deviation is quite significant, and will result in high variability in the
drift from run to run.
Finally, there is the variance in heading with repeated laps along a given straight
leg segment. To examine this error, the mean of all the given headings along a
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particular straight leg segment was subtracted from those headings. In this way, the
overall heading and the contribution to error from the heading bias were subtracted
out so that variance in heading could be examined across all runs and legs as a
whole. This would necessarily result in a mean of zero. The standard deviation of
heading variance across all runs and legs was found to be 0.20◦. This results in a 99%
confidence level that the compass reading along a given heading will be within 0.60◦
of the actual heading, equating to a perpendicular offset at the end of a straight leg
equal to 1% of the distance traveled.
3.2.2 Challenges
The main challenge encountered with the digital compass, other than the large
errors associated with the heading bias error noted above, concerned calibrating the
compass before a particular set of data runs. According to the manufacturers manual
[PNI Corp., 2007] for the unit, the calibration is performed by rotating the compass
through two 360◦ rotations, keeping the compass unit as level as possible. This is
necessary because the compass unit has two sensors oriented on orthogonal, horizontal
axes. Calibration on a non-level surface could result in significant errors in the
measured heading.
Unfortunately, however, it can be quite difficult to create a level configuration.
Because the calibration is to be done with the compass in situ on the vehicle in order
to perform the hard and soft iron compensation for ferrous metals in the vicinity, a
level area on which to drive the vehicle must be found. On the campus where the
platform was tested, a parking lot and a sidewalk area adjacent to a building were
the most level and accessible places. The sidewalk area was used only a few times
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as the pivoting tires of the platform would leave black smears on the concrete. This
left the aforementioned parking lot as the primary calibration site, and though it was
generally level, there were local undulations that made it less than ideal.
The difficulty finding a level place on which to calibrate the compass is imagined
to be even greater in the open grassy areas that are intended to be the primary
operating area for the platform. The compass documentation indicates that the
compass will hold a calibration in memory even when powered down, so it is possible
that the compass could be calibrated sometime prior to arrival at the work site.
Ideally, the compass should be evaluated for the stability of the calibration when
the compass is shut down for extended periods of time, as well as the sensitivity of
the calibration when it is done on non-level ground. Unfortunately, neither of these
parameters could be easily evaluated in light of the overall heading bias error.
The only other challenge experienced with the compass was an occasional bad
calibration. The calibration would be performed as usual, and there would be no
indications of anything unusual until the compass was started. In the case of a
bad calibration, the compass heading would then only range between about 210◦
and 310◦. A causality for this is unknown, but as a precaution, after calibration
the platform would be turned through at least a full rotation while monitoring the
compass reading to make sure that the readings were full scale and corresponded to
the local estimations of the four cardinal directions.
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3.3 Garmin GPS
Of all the sensors used, the Garmin 16-HVS GPS receiver was the easiest to
integrate into the overall system. Because the GPS unit was manufactured specifi-
cally for integration into existing vehicular systems under National Marine Electronic
Association (NMEA) standards, it has a standard output and requires no calibration
prior to use. There are a limited number of configuration options in terms of data
output rate, output sentences, and some data filtering and correction operations, but
general operation of the unit is simply a matter of supplying power to the unit and
capturing the data that it produces.
3.3.1 Performance
In determining the performance of the GPS unit, the primary assumption was
that the error model of the measured position relative to ground truth was a 2-D
Gaussian normal distribution. This means X and Y coordinates of points taken
when the unit is stationary should each be normally distributed about the mean,
which, in coordinates relative to the known location of the point, should be zero. In
reality, the cumulative bias errors from the configuration of the satellite constellation
will probably not appear to be so distributed unless a large amount of data is accu-
mulated including all possible satellite configurations, but accumulating many days
of continuous data would be difficult and of limited benefit.
Proceeding from this assumption, the primary metric of interest with regard to
the performance of the GPS unit is simple: how close is a given position reading likely



























Figure 3.10. GPS Error Distribution: This plot shows the distribution of the error
of the Garmin GPS unit relative to ground truth (Data). The Rayleigh distributions
for various values of σ are plotted for comparison (GPS Analysis.xls)
variance of the sensor error is a necessary parameter for the development of a Kalman
estimator that uses that sensor. Given two simultaneous position readings from the
Trimble and Garmin GPS units, simple application of the Pythagorean theorem can
determine the vector magnitude of the distance between the positions. Looking at
distribution of these distances over many sensor readings should give a reasonable
idea of the variance of the error of the position as given by the Garmin GPS unit.
Looking at Figure 3.10, the histogram distribution of the errors of the Garmin
GPS unit relative to ground truth establish by the Trimble GPS unit can be seen.
Following the assumption that the distribution of errors is Gaussian in 2-D, the
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distribution of the absolute magnitudes of the errors would ideally assume that of
a Rayleigh distribution, a specific case of a Chi distribution with two degrees of
freedom[Papoulis, 1965, NIST, 2007, Wikipedia, 2007]. The Rayleigh distribution
probability density function and its corresponding cumulative distribution function






f(x) = 1− e−x2/2σ2 (3.2)
Normalized Rayleigh distributions for a range of values of σ have been plotted
for comparison. With the Rayleigh distribution, the σ parameter corresponds to the
standard deviation of the underlying distributions. Unfortunately, visual fitting of
the Rayleigh curves to the actual data indicates that the distribution of the actual
data has a “fat” tail. Calculation of the maximum likelihood estimate of σ for the
given data gives a value of 2.3, but that value for σ does not does not result in a
distribution that matches any better than the other values. The causality for the
fat tail is unknown, but possibilities that would violate the underlying assumptions
for the Rayleigh distribution include: 1) the underlying distributions of errors in the
northings and eastings are not Gaussian, 2) the underlying distributions are Gaussian
but have different variances, 3) the use of the Trimble data as the basis for the ground
truth introduces a correlation in the data, or 4) the use of the Trimble data alters
the underlying distribution of errors.
The other possible approach to discovering the characteristics of the actual dis-
tribution is to simple take all the data, sort it in ascending order, and then find the
Nth value where N corresponds to a desired fraction of the total data set. Therefore,
if one had a data set consisting of 100 points with some random distribution, the
points could be sorted, and the value corresponding to the 51st point from the bot-
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Confidence Rayleigh Distribution Tabulated
Interval σ = 1.7 σ = 2.0 σ = 2.3 Data
50% 2.00 2.35 2.71 2.20
68% 2.57 3.03 3.48 3.12
95% 4.16 4.90 5.63 6.55
99% 5.16 6.07 6.98 9.12
Table 3.2. Standard Deviations of GPS Error in meters
tom would represent the value for the 50% confidence interval. Though crude, this
method should be effective for a large enough data set.
Table 3.2 shows the confidence intervals for the three Rayleigh distributions
plotted in Figure 3.10, as well as those arrived at by simple tabulation of the data.
In this context, the fat tail of the actual distribution of the data becomes clear. The
value for the 50% confidence interval for the tabulated data lies between those for
Rayleigh distributions with sigma values of 1.7 and 2.0, while for the 68% confidence
interval, it lies between those with sigma values of 2.0 and 2.3. For the confidence
levels of 95% and 99%, the confidence intervals for the tabulated value are significantly
higher than those for any of the Rayleigh distributions.
Whatever approximation of the distribution one chooses to use for determining
the variance of the error of the GPS position, however, all are found to be much higher
than the reported specifications from the manufacturer. According to the product
manual, when using WAAS correction, which was the norm for the data compared
here, the 95% confidence interval is less than 3 meters. Clearly this sensor is not
generally providing position data at that level of accuracy. This might be due to the
fact that the platform is generally moving while the readings are being taken, but
this is pure conjecture.
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3.3.2 Challenges
The main challenge with the Garmin GPS unit, other than its inaccuracy as
noted above, is its black box nature. Though the unit is quite robust and easy
to use, this ease of use comes with the trade-off that there are limited configuration
options, and many of those options are poorly documented. Some of the configuration
options, such as which differential correction mode to use, are straight-forward and
obvious in their utility, but others, like masking low speeds to zero, velocity filtering,
and position averaging, are less clear. Because they are implemented within the unit
itself, the specifics of their implementation are unknown, thus making it more difficult
to infer their effects downstream in the envisioned control system. Trials could be
conducted to show how various configuration options affect the accuracy of the unit,
but were not undertaken during this investigation due to the large amount of data
that would be required to adequately gauge their utility.
3.4 Summary of Uncertainties
Now that the accuracy of the individual sensors has been established, the final
step is to extrapolate the uncertainties of the various sensors to their effect on the
positional accuracy of the platform. This is generally a matter of the application of
error propagation to quantities calculated from the sensor readings. This summary
will also seek to show the magnitude of errors that are possible from different scenarios
of sensor accuracy.
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The different scenarios deal with the accuracy of the digital compass. As noted
above, the digital compass appears to have three sources of error, a declination/orientation
error, a heading bias error, and a heading variance error. For the purposes of this
analysis, the declination/orientation error will be omitted because its magnitude and
variance are unknown, and because it is assumed that it can be eliminated by a cal-
ibration run along a known heading. This leaves the errors due to bias and variance
of the heading.
In estimating the cumulative error, the first analysis will look at positional ac-
curacy along a single, straight leg. A simple diagram of this set-up is
If d is the commanded distance to be driven, and θ is the heading of the vehicle, then
the final position of the vehicle is
x = d cos θ (3.3)
y = d sin θ (3.4)
as recognizable from simple trigonometry. If the axes are oriented to the local ve-
hicle frame, with the x axis corresponding to the commanded heading, then θ can
be assumed to be zero. In reality, of course, the actual achieved heading of the ve-
hicle will have some associated error as was discovered in the analysis of the digital
compass, so the next step is to propagate the errors of the sensed quantities d and
θ to x and y. Since d and θ are assumed to be independent variables, the general
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equation[Bevington and Robinson, 2003] for calculating the error in the final quantity











+ · · · (3.5)








2 + σ2θ(d cos θ)
2 (3.7)
Since the overall coordinate system is oriented to the commanded heading, θ = 0 can
be substituted into equations 3.6 and 3.7 to yield only the error terms as
σx = σd (3.8)
σy = σθd (3.9)
which agrees with the intuition that the variability of the distance traveled is in-
dependent of any other variable, while the variability of the deviation of the path
should be a product of the variability of the heading angle in radians and the distance
traveled.
Now that the expressions for the error have been determined, it is a simple
matter to substitute in the experimentally determined values for σd and σθ. For σd,
the average value of 0.091 meters from Table 3.1 will be used. For σθ, the value used
will be a matter of the scenario being considered. Since the separate errors of the
heading bias error and the heading variance are linearly combined, the appropriate












The standard deviation for the heading bias error was found to be 4.07◦, but this
is the standard deviation for the difference in heading between two parallel straight
legs. If it is assumed that this heading bias error is shared equally between the
two legs, this results in a heading error per leg of 2.04◦. The standard deviation of
heading variance error from above was 0.20◦. Adding these two independent errors
in quadrature gives an overall standard of deviation of 2.08◦.
With this in mind, three scenarios will be considered. Scenario #1 includes
both the heading bias and heading variance errors. Scenario #2 will assume that the
heading bias error has been eliminated and only the heading variance error remains.
Finally, Scenario #3 will show the resulting error if the manufacturers specification
of 1◦ RMS is used for comparison. These scenarios and the resulting error after a
straight line segment of 10 meters are summarized in Table 3.3 .
Looking at the table, the magnitude of the resulting error becomes more clear.
All errors are reported at the 68% confidence level, and could simply be doubled for a
95% confidence interval, or trebled for a 99% confidence interval. If the first scenario,
which is analogous to the current performance of the vehicle with no improvements, is
considered, the 95% confidence interval with respect to the goal of 0.5 meter tolerance
in perpendicular deviation from a straight line will be exceeded after traveling only 6.9
meters. In other words, if the mower travels more than 6.9 meters, it will achieve the
goal of staying within 0.5 meters of its intended path in less than 95% of the observed
runs. If the best case scenario of heading variance error is considered instead, it would
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Scenario Error Error Magnitude
Expression after 10 m








Table 3.3. Cumulative errors for different scenarios in meters (1σ).
be possible to drive 71 meters before exceeding the 95% confidence level. Finally, if
only the manufacturer’s specification for the compass is considered, the vehicle can
travel 14.7 meters before exceeding the 95% confidence level.
Unfortunately, these scenarios only consider travel along one leg, so they don’t
really capture the effect of the heading bias error over multiple laps. As was shown
in Figure 3.8, the heading bias error is consistent when traveling along a given leg.
Over one leg, this obviously results in a greater variability in the final position, but
when traveling over some planned path, the variability is significantly increased. This
is because the bias nature results in the same error being continually added to the
position, rather than the possibility with a normal random error that an error on one
leg may cancel out the error on the next leg.
Because the accumulated error depends greatly on the path being driven, two
scenarios, one a back-and-forth pattern simulating mowing and the other a simple
repeated square path, were considered to show the accumulation of error. In order to
simplify the analysis, Monte Carlo methods were used. Normally distributed random
errors with standard deviations equal to the experimentally determined values (0.20◦
for heading variation, 2.08◦ for heading bias, and 0.10 meters for variation in dis-
tance traveled) were added to “commanded” values of heading and distance traveled,


























Figure 3.11. Position Error Distribution, Back and Forth Pattern: (MonteCar-
loDrift.xls)
positional error.
Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of position errors resulting from driving a
back-and-forth pattern. The pattern being simulated consists of a straight leg, a pivot
on one tire, a return along a leg parallel to the first, and a pivot on the opposite tire to
return to the original heading. This pattern would be repeated in a scanning pattern
that would ideally cover the area being mowed. In generating the distribution, the
main assumption is that the pivoting results in no additional error in heading or
distance traveled. This is a best-case scenario, but because the overall heading error
for a given straight leg is based on the accumulated variation of all compass headings
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along that leg, initial heading errors should have a small effect on the final position.
For this plot, offsets have been applied so that the distributions for subsequent ends
of legs line up along the x axis for easy comparison.
The main feature visible in this plot is that the error perpendicular to the path
being traveled increases linearly with the distance traveled. This is associated with
the repeated bias error. If the bias error was instead just a normally distributed
error that was measured independently for each straight leg, the perpendicular error
would be expected to increase only proportional to the square root of the number
of measurements, which would be a function of the distance traveled. The other
feature visible is that the distributions alternate between a lenticular shape and a
more regular elliptical shape. This is because the lenticular distribution from the
variation in the heading error is opposed by a similar distribution when traveling in
the opposite direction.
Figure 3.12 shows the distribution of position errors resulting from driving two
laps around a square pattern with straight legs 10 meters in length. To apply the
heading bias error to this case, an independent heading bias error was established
for each side of the pattern and then that same bias error was combined with an
independent heading variance error for each trip along that side. The plot on the
left shows the distribution for the first lap around the square, starting at the origin
and traveling counterclockwise. The plot on the right shows the distribution for
the second lap around the same pattern. As with the back-and-forth pattern above,
positional and heading variability associated with the turns at the corners is assumed



















































Figure 3.12. Position Error Distribution, Square Pattern:This plot shows the distri-
bution when traveling around a square pattern with sides of 10 meters. The pattern
starts at the origin of the left plot, and travels counterclockwise. The plot on the
right shows the distribution during the second lap. (MonteCarloDrift.xls)
With the square pattern, the interplay of the orthogonal position and heading
errors can be seen. Since these errors operate in alternating directions for subsequent
legs of the square, the variability for the position error is more evenly distributed,
though at the cost of increased variability associated with distance traveled along
a leg relative to the desired end point of the leg. Since the heading bias errors for
the different sides within one lap are assumed to be independent of each other, the
resulting positional error in each dimension will be the quadrature sum of the all the
independent errors in heading and distance traveled that accumulate in that dimen-
sion. For one lap, this will have a proportionality to the square root of the number
of times each type of error is measured in the particular dimension. With multi-
ple laps, however, the error distribution with corresponding points should increase
approximately linearly from the reapplication of the same bias error on each leg.
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With this evidence, it can be clearly seen that the heading bias error significantly
limits the ability of the vehicle to maintain a straight path along a given heading,
though variation along a given heading is very low once the heading bias error has
been accounted for. It can also be seen that the bias nature of the error results in
significantly greater variation in the position than if it were just a normally distributed
random error. Were it not for the heading bias error, any small errors in the heading
due resulting from turns or pivots at the ends of straight legs would be subsequently
reduced by the control system as it sought to maintain a straight line trajectory along
the next leg, using the sampled update from the digital compass. This would result
in a cumulative heading error along that leg that would be on the same order at the






This research project originally began with the goal of developing a control sys-
tem for a robotic platform capable of autonomous mowing operations. As is often
the case with ambitious projects, the final results are more modest than originally
envisioned, but the lessons learned in the process have considerably expanded the
knowledge of what is realistically possible. Though the control system itself was not
attempted, the characteristics of the sensors being used have been established beyond
the simple specifications available from the manufacturer, and their quirks and diffi-
culties have been well established. This knowledge should form a good foundation for
further development of the control system and evaluation of different sensor schemes.
4.1 Sensor Errors and Sensor Fusion
Individually, the Garmin GPS unit, the digital compass, and the wheel encoders
achieved various levels of accuracy and repeatability. The GPS unit was found to have
a 95% confidence interval on positional accuracy of 6.55 meters as compared with the
manufacturers specification of less than 3 meters. The digital compass was found to
have a heading bias error of ±2.08◦ and a heading variance error of ±0.20◦. Though
the manufacturer quotes an accuracy of 2◦ RMS, with 1◦ RMS typical, the discovered
actual error does not compare favorably because its bias nature from run to run does
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not allow for an increasingly accurate estimate from repeated measurements. Finally,
the wheel encoders were found to have an average accuracy of approximately ±0.1
meters for straight line distance estimation on various surfaces. Because the encoders
were developed in house, they can’t be compared to a manufacturers specification,
but they were found to be the least significant source of error among the sensors
tested.
When sensor fusion was performed with the wheel encoders and the digital com-
pass to achieve a relative position fix, the variability of the digital compass resulted
in deviations from the planned path that resulted in a 95% confidence interval that
exceeded the allowable path deviation of 0.5 meters within 6.9 meters of travel. Be-
cause the majority of the compass error is a bias error that is consistent within a
given run of multiple laps, the path deviation error is generally expected to increase
linearly with the distance traveled. Looking at the much smaller heading variance
error gives the impression that the compass is capable of much greater accuracy if
the cause of the heading bias error could be eliminated.
More generally, the experience of trying to integrate the different sensors has
shown the difficulties that can be encountered when trying to integrate sensors to
achieve sensor fusion. Specific issues encountered in the integration include refer-
encing different sensors to each other in time so that the time varying state of the
system can be accurately estimated, and the simple hardware porting issues of trying
to capture multiple sensor streams. Additionally, the difficulties in developing robust
sensor output with homemade sensors should not be underestimated. The wheel en-
coders do generate the least problematic data in terms of absolute accuracy, but this
is only after significant and time consuming post-processing by hand, and further
development of the autonomous control system would require the development of
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real-time filtering capability or elimination of the root cause of spurious or missing
pulses.
4.2 Future Work
The most obvious opportunity for future work is further characterization of the
digital compass with the goal of either characterizing the bias error to the point that
it could be compensated or eliminated. There are several approaches that might
be considered. First, another compass module could be obtained for comparison to
see if the bias error represents a malfunction of the first unit. Second, additional
trials could be conducted after changing the position of the compass relative to other
hardware on the platform to determine if there is some kind of interference. Third,
a calibrated turntable could be constructed to provide a ground-truth reference for
the compass reading to determine the distribution of the heading bias errors relative
to the overall heading.
More generally, there seems to be great opportunity in developing an accurate
and inexpensive method for locally establishing the relative position of an autonomous
mobile platform. There seems to be a middle ground of applications in unstructured,
outdoor environments that do not require absolute accuracy to a level beyond con-
sumer grade GPS, but which need more accurate relative positioning to achieve the
desired goal. With the mowing application of this project as an example, sufficiently
accurate relative positioning would allow straight swaths with the necessary overlap,
while mediocre absolute accuracy would come out in the wash if the area to be mowed
was surrounded by a “don’t care” buffer zone consistent with the absolute accuracy
of the position.
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In this area, radio interferometric positioning systems using stationary and mo-
bile mote sensors[Maroti et al., 2005] seems to be a possible solution of sufficient
accuracy, though practicality would depend on ease of set-up and time required for
the system to initialize and discover the positions of the stationary nodes. Another
interesting possibility might be the commercial development of a “dumbed-down”
carrier-phase GPS sensor unit that omits post-processing and data-logging capabil-
ity in return for a more accessible price. For relative positioning capability, the
unit could pre-calculate the bias effects of different satellite configurations so satel-
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